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ABSTRACT 

This study analyzes the satire language style of citizens on Instagram Infia Fact account posts. This research is a qualitative research 
using descriptive analytical method, namely analyzing and describing the data descriptively in the form of words. The data analysis 
technique in this study begins with collecting data, analyzing, describing, and making conclusions on the object under study. Data 
collection techniques used are documentation techniques and note taking techniques. The data source of this research is the Instagram 
Infia Fact account and found 26 satirical language styles in warganet comments. The satirical style used tends to lead to ridicule of posts 
informing of certain policies from the government regarding the handling of COVID-19 in Indonesia. The use of a satirical language 
style aims to give an impression in the form of a mockery in the form of a joke so that it has a certain effect on the speech partner.     
Keywords : satire, instagram, Infia Fact. 

Introduction 

This process is related to speech and the context that exists in situations of spoken speech. In addition, the existence 
of written language is also considered as a process of language development in line with the development of times and 
technology. The use of language on social media often appears in various situations that invite pros and cons of an issue. 
This language skill is often referred to as language style. The use of language style is not only found in the spoken form, but 
can also be used by someone to express ideas in writing that do not directly offend others. With a style of language, a person 
will make the target less offended by using the right word choice. Language style can also be said to be a figurative meaning 
that expresses feelings indirectly. This language style is often used by various levels of society in responding to situations 
that occur in the middle of life, one of which is the spread and handling of COVID-19 in Indonesia. La                                        

Tarigan (2009: 104) states that language style or figure of speech is a form of rhetoric, namely the use of words in 
speaking and writing to convince or influence listeners and readers. According to Keraf (1982: 113), language style is a way 
to use language. Furthermore, Faizah (2007: 40) argues that language style is a form of rhetoric, namely the use of words in 
speaking and writing to convince or influence listeners and speakers. Purwandari (2015: 195) states that language style is a 
way of expressing feelings or thoughts in such a way that the impression and effect on the reader or listener can be achieved 
as much and as intensively as possible. 

Language style is divided into several types, one of which is satire style. Satire language style is one of the 
contradictory language styles that shows the implied expression of something with several disclosure techniques. Satire is a 
type of satire language style. Satire is an expression that contains ridicule or ridicule of something that can lead to a joke. 
Satire style is usually used to criticize a problem or opinion through taunts that contain implied meanings and specific 
intentions expected by the speaker. Satire language style is an expression that contains an implied meaning to increase the 
impression of the speech and function so that the speech partner makes changes to himself. Keraf (2006: 143) states that 
satire is a reference that wants to say something with a meaning or meaning different from what is contained in the series of 
words. Satire language is also a form of reference that has a specific purpose and contains an implied meaning or the 
opposite meaning of the case brought up by someone. Speech that contains this innuendo is also stated inappropriately, 
takes cover and is adorned with other cases but is aimed precisely at someone. 

Adrian Gempita (2015) in his research entitled “Simbol dan Makna Satire dalam Syair Lagu Toguro dan 
Inconvenient Idela Karya Tooru Nishimura (Tinjauan Semiotika Saussure)” analyzing the symbols and satire style contained 
in the lyrics of the song lyrics of Toguro and Inconvenient Ideal, which Tooru Nishimura considers a lot of satirical figures. 
In addition, Koko Keumala Nurhidayat (2016) in his research entitled “Analisis Gaya Bahasa Satire Dan Pesan Pada Rubrik 
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Lincak Surat Kabar Harian Solopos” analyzing the form of satire style and messages contained in the rubric of the daily 
Solopos surak news. Furthermore, Muhammad Ikhwanuddin (2017) in his research entitled “Satire dalam Karikatur Karya 
Stephanne Charbonnie” analyzing the signs and satire techniques contained in Stephanne Charbonnie's Caricature posts.  

Agustina Suminar (2017) in her research entitled “Wacana Satire Politik dalam Situs Mojok.co” analyze satire style 
in political discourse and speech acts on the Mojok.co website. Furthermore, Diana Suprayuni and Anik Juwariyah (2019) 
in their research entitled  “Humor dan Satire Kartun Media Massa Sebagai Komunikasi Visual di Era Disrupsi” analyzing 
the satire style in cartoons which is considered a humor as well as an effective action to convey criticism for certain things. 
Ahlaqul Karima Yawan (2019) in his research entitled  “Satire Terhadap Dinamika Politik Presiden Emmanuel Marcon 
dalam Karikatur Placide Actualites” analyze the forms and techniques used by Laplace in the Placide Actualites caricature. 
In addition, Nani Yulianti (2019) in her research entitled “Satire sebagai Praktik Jurnalisme Komedi (Analisis  Semiotik 
Artikel Berlabel #2019gantipresiden) pada Mojok.co” analyzing the meaning of the signs of using satire contained in 
Komedia Journalism Practices at Mojok.co. 

Furthermore, Lidya Kostamianti Dewi (2020) in her research entitled “Keragaman Makna Satire dalam Wacana 
Politik pada Spanduk Demonstrasi Mahasiswa (Kajian Pragmastilistika” analyzed signs of satire style, speech acts and 
public responses contained in political discourse in Student Demonstration Banner posts Furthermore, Nadya Inda 
Syartanti's (2020) research entitled “Covid-19 dalam meme : Satire di tengah pandemi (Kajian semiotika Ferdinand de 
Saussure)” analyzes the signs contained in the satirical style found in memes about COVID-19. The formulation of the 
problem of this research is the meaning and function of the warganet satire style in a post about COVID-19 on the Instagram 
Infia Fact account. This research aims to identify and analyze the satire style of warganet in posts about COVID-19 on the 
Instagram Infia Fact account. 

Satire style is one type of satire language style. Satire is an expression that contains ridicule or ridicule of something 
that can lead to a joke. Satire style is usually used to criticize a problem or opinion through taunts that contain implied 
meanings and specific intentions expected by the speaker. Satire language style is an expression that contains an implied 
meaning to increase the impression of the speech and function so that the speech partner makes changes to himself. Keraf 
(2006: 143) states that satire is a reference that wants to say something with a meaning or meaning different from what is 
contained in the series of words. Satire language is also a form of reference that has a specific purpose and contains an 
implied meaning or the opposite meaning of the case brought up by someone. Speech that contains this innuendo is also 
stated inappropriately, takes cover and is adorned with other cases but is aimed precisely at someone. 

The object of this research is the Instagram Infia Fact account with data taken from post accounts about handling 
COVID-19 in Indonesia. This research is useful as a reference for readers and can add to the vocabulary of material in 
learning about language styles. This is because the existence of a satire language style will always exist in the midst of the 
times. Analysis of this study will continue to develop in linguistic elements, namely understanding the meaning or purpose 
of a speech. Apart from that, this research is also useful for theoretical development through the application of politeness so 
that it can improve existing research. 

Method 

This research is a qualitative research with a descriptive analysis method. This method is done by analyzing and 
describing the data descriptively in the form of words not numbers. The descriptive method of analysis is done by 
describing the facts that are not verified but analyzed in detail. Basically, description is a research method that describes in 
detail the object described. The data source that is the object of this research is the Instagram Infia Fact account, in which 
there are various posts. In this account, several posts were taken related to the spread and handling of COVID-19 in 
Indonesia which were used as sources of research data. The data collection techniques used were documentation techniques 
and note taking techniques. The analysis technique in this research is (1) Identifying the satirical style contained in the 
Instagram Infia Fact account posting about COVID-19, (2) Analyzing the satirical style contained in the Infia Fact 
Instagram account post about COVID-19, (3) Explaining the meaning and function of the satirical style contained in the 
Instagram Infia Fact account post about COVID-19, and (4) Summarizing the meaning and function of the satirical style 
contained in the Instagram Infia Fact account posting about COVID-19. 
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Result 

• 2 Januari 2021 : Kemenkes memperkirakan vaksinasi akan dimulai pada 15-21 Januari 2021 

No. Akun Instagram Penutur Tuturan 

1. @faldy111 “Indonesia beli vaksin cina, cina beli dari Jerman” 

2. @ftrhntfk28 “Yok pejabat dulu deh, sebagai wakil rakyat.” 

 
(1)  “Indonesia beli vaksin cina, cina beli vaksin dari Jerman.” 

The 1 satire data from the @ faldy111 Instagram account contains mockery of the government that produces the 
COVID-19 vaccine from China, while the existence of the COVID-19 vaccine in China is produced or made from Germany. 
This data is included in the satire style because it has the characteristics of containing ridicule without losing the meaning of 
a speech. The function of the speech is an expressive function, namely expressing the speaker's judgment about the 
government's actions that produce the COVID-19 vaccine from China, while the vaccine itself does not come from China, 
but Germany. 

(2) “Yok pejabat dulu deh, sebagai wakil rakyat.” 

The 2 satire data from the @ ftrhntfk28 Instagram account contain mockery of the government saying that the 
government will be the first sample of the COVID-19 vaccine. This data is included in the satire style because it has the 
characteristics of containing ridicule without losing the meaning of a speech. The function of the speech is a directive 
function, namely expressing the speaker's request so that the government can keep its promise to become the first sample of 
the COVID-19 vaccine before it is disseminated in Indonesia. 

• 3 Januari 2021 : Polsek Lembang Membubarkan Komunitas Motor yang Melanggar Peraturan Gubernur Tentang 

COVID-19. 

No. Akun Instagram Penutur Tuturan 

1. @donie2nd “Menurut saya itu memang berkerumun, tapi safety semua 
pake helm dan sarung tangan.” 

2. @alfanmalakian “Lah bapa sendiri berkerumun wkwkwk.” 

 
(1) “Menurut saya itu memang berkerumun, tapi safety semua pake helm dan sarung tangan.” 

The 1 satire data from the @ donie2nd Instagram account contains ridicule towards the crowds who violate the 
COVID-19 health protocol. This data is included in the satire style because it has the characteristics of containing ridicule 
without losing the meaning of a speech. The function of the speech is an expressive function, which is to reveal the speaker's 
judgment about the actions of the community who do not understand the rules for preventing the spread of COVID-19 even 
though they have used their respective safety standards. 

(2) “Lah bapa sendiri berkerumun wkwkwk.” 

The 2 satire data from the Instagram account @alfanmalakian contains mockery of the government for carrying out 
the COVID-19 patrol in crowds. This data is included in the satire style because it has the characteristics of containing 
ridicule without losing the meaning of a speech. The function of the speech is a representative function, which is to reveal 
the speaker's statement about the facts that occurred when a police group took to the streets to curb violators of health 
protocols during the COVID-19 pandemic. 
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• 4 Januari 2021 : Pemprov DKI Jakarta Sudah Terima 39.200 Vaksin Sinovac. 

No. Akun Instagram Penutur Tuturan 

1. @teguhasart31 “Daripada beli vaksin mending beli aer jahe haha” 

2. @ribraakadabra “Buang-buang anggaran :D” 

 
(1) “Daripada beli vaksin mending beli aer jahe haha” 

The 1 satire data from the @ teguhasart31 Instagram account contains mockery of the government who brought in 
the COVID-19 vaccine to minimize transmission of the virus. This data is included in the satire style because it has the 
characteristics of containing ridicule without losing the meaning of a speech. The function of this speech is an expressive 
function, namely expressing the speaker's assessment that prevention of COVID-19 transmission can be done in simple ways 
so that it does not require vaccines or certain drugs. 

(2) “Buang-buang anggaran :D” 

The 2 satire data from the @ribraakadabra Instagram account contains ridicule against the government which is 
considered to be carrying out economic maneuvers by bringing in the COVID-19 vaccine from China. This data is included 
in the satire style because it has the characteristics of containing ridicule without losing the meaning of a speech. The 
function of this speech is an expressive function, namely expressing the assessment of speakers who consider the purchase 
of the COVID-19 vaccine to be a waste because it costs the state money. 

• 6 Januari 2021 : Kebijakan Pemerintah Terkait Kembali Membuka Sekolah Tatap Muka Bulan Ini Menuai 

Penolakan. 

No. Akun Instagram Penutur Tuturan 

1. @arif.lau “2020 PART 2” 

2. @muh.darrelll “Halo, permisi, SPP full terus loh ehehehe.” 

 
(1) “2020 PART 2” 

The 1 satire data from the Instagram @ arif.lau account contains ridicule against the government about the learning 
system during the COVID-19 pandemic. This data is included in the satire style because it has the characteristics of 
containing ridicule without losing the meaning of a speech. The function of the speech is an expressive function, namely 
expressing the speaker's assessment of the face-to-face learning policy that the government will implement will only lead to 
an online learning system like the system in the previous year because the COVID-19 pandemic has not subsided in 
Indonesia. 

(2)  “Halo, permisi, SPP full terus loh ehehehe.” 

The 2 satire data from the @ muh.darrelll Instagram account contains ridicule against the government that has not 
been able to find a solution for the learning system during the COVID-19 pandemic. This data is included in the satire style 
because it has the characteristics of containing ridicule without losing the meaning of a speech. The function of the speech is 
an expressive function, namely expressing the assessment of speakers who consider the online learning system to be 
detrimental to students financially because it requires a lot of additional costs. 
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• 7 Januari 2021 : MUI akan Putuskan Halal Tidaknya Vaksin Sinovac Pada Hari Jum’at. 

No. Akun Instagram Penutur Tuturan 

1. @josefleonardi “Indahnya indonesiaku:D” 

2. @callmeyuga “Haram tp menyembuhkan gimana min?” 

 
(1) “Indahnya indonesiaku:D” 

The 1 satire data from the @josefleonardi Instagram account contains ridicule against the government for checking 
the COVID-19 vaccine that arrived in Indonesia. This data is included in the satire style because it has the characteristics of 
containing ridicule without losing the meaning of a speech. The function of this speech is an expressive function, which is to 
reveal the speaker's assessment of the bad government policies that are considered not paying attention to the arrival of the 
COVID-19 vaccine, which is certainly safe and tested. 

(2) “Haram tp menyembuhkan gimana min?” 

The 2 satire data from the @callmeyuga Instagram account contains mockery of the government who wants to 
check the feasibility of the COVID-19 vaccine to be used in Indonesia. This data is included in the satire style because it has 
the characteristics of containing ridicule without losing the meaning of a speech. The function of this speech is an expressive 
function, namely expressing the assessment of speakers who think that if the COVID-19 vaccine is haram, can it still be 
used even though its nature is to cure COVID-19 transmission. 

• 8 Januari 2021 : MUI Menyatakan Vaksin Sinovac Halal Untuk Digunakan. 

No. Akun Instagram Penutur Tuturan 

1. @sandypecundang “Klo gak halal dibubarin itu MUI:D” 

2. @_dedy_irawan “Virus made in China, vaksin made in China. Lengkap.” 

3. @harywib “Suci dan halal, bisa buat wudhu ya.” 

 
(1) “Klo gak halal dibubarin itu MUI:D” 

The 1 satire data from the @sandypecundang Instagram account contains mockery of the results of the COVID-19 
vaccine examination which were declared halal for use. This data is included in the satire style because it has the 
characteristics of containing ridicule without losing the meaning of a speech. The function of this speech is an expressive 
function, which is to reveal the speaker's assessment of the COVID-19 vaccine that has been declared fit for use by MUI, 
whereas if it is declared not halal then it is a mistake. 

(2) “Virus made in China, vaksin made in China. Lengkap.” 

The 2 satire data from the @_dedy_irawan Instagram account contain mockery of the government that produces 
the COVID-19 vaccine from China. This data is included in the satire style because it has the characteristics of containing 
ridicule without losing the meaning of a speech. The function of the speech is a representative function, namely expressing 
the statements of speakers who think that Indonesia is very dependent on products from China, so that viruses that come 
from China are also treated with vaccines made by China. 
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(3) “Suci dan halal, bisa buat wudhu ya.” 

The 3 satire data from the @harywib Instagram account contains ridicule against the government which states that 
the COVID-19 vaccine is suitable for use. This data is included in the satire style because it has the characteristics of 
containing ridicule without losing the meaning of a speech. The function of this speech is an expressive function, namely 
expressing the speaker's assessment of the COVID-19 vaccine which can be used for anything because it is declared halal. 

• 9 Januari 2021 : Gubernur DKI Jakarta Tarik Rem Darurat, PSBB Ketat Dari 11-25 Januari 

No. Akun Instagram Penutur Tuturan 

1. @w.lay “Namanya rem darurat tapi ditariknya bolak-balik:D:D” 

2. @drtphilips “Ada yang baru dilantik jadi menteri, tapi cuma ngurusin 
JAKARTA:D” 

 
(1) “Namanya rem darurat tapi ditariknya bolak-balik:D:D” 

The 1 satire data from the Instagram @ w.lay account contains mockery of the government's decision to implement 
the PSBB due to the COVID-19 emergency situation. This data is included in the satire style because it has the 
characteristics of containing ridicule without losing the meaning of a speech. The function of the speech is an expressive 
function, which is to express the speaker's assessment of government policies that are considered not firm in enforcing social 
restrictions so that the spread of COVID-19 is out of control. 

(2)  “Ada yang baru dilantik jadi menteri, tapi cuma ngurusin JAKARTA:D” 

The 2 satire data from the @drtphilips Instagram account contains mockery of the government who cares less about 
the state of society. This data is included in the satire style because it has the characteristics of containing ridicule without 
losing the meaning of a speech. The function of the speech is an expressive function, namely expressing the judgment of 
speakers who think that the government is unable to help the community during a pandemic. 

• 12 Januari 2021 : BPOM Terbitkan Izin Darurat Vaksin Sinovac. 

No. Akun Instagram Penutur Tuturan 

1. @jejaknegerii “Haha izin darurat? Berarti mau nggak mau ya haha.” 

2. @just_wels “Asekk naik naik naik saham farmasi.” 

3. @tjokdemas “Kalo sudah vaksin ga perlu pake masker lagi.” 

 
(1) “Haha izin darurat? Berarti mau nggak mau ya haha.” 

The 1 satire data from the @jejaknegerii Instagram account contains mockery of the government for issuing 
emergency permits for the use of the COVID-19 vaccine in Indonesia. This data is included in the satire style because it has 
the characteristics of containing ridicule without losing the meaning of a speech. The function of this speech is an expressive 
function, which is to express the speaker's assessment of government policies that are considered inaccurate in responding to 
the existence of the COVID-19 vaccine so that the process becomes out of control. 

(2) “Asekk naik naik naik saham farmasi.” 

The 2 satire data from the @just_wels Instagram account contains mockery of the government who wants to check 
the COVID-19 vaccine that has arrived in Indonesia. This data is included in the satire style because it has the 
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characteristics of containing ridicule without losing the meaning of a speech. The function of this speech is an expressive 
function, namely expressing the speaker's assessment of government policies that bring in the COVID-19 vaccine is 
considered an action or technique to benefit one party so that they can take advantage of the vaccine. 

(3) “Kalo sudah vaksin ga perlu pake masker lagi.” 

The 3 satire data from the @tjokdemas Instagram account contains mockery of the government for bringing in 
vaccines in order to reduce the rate of spread of COVID-19 in Indonesia. This data is included in the satire style because it 
has the characteristics of containing ridicule without losing the meaning of a speech. The function of this speech is an 
expressive function, which is to reveal the assessment of speakers who think that the presence of the COVID-19 vaccine will 
make the public not comply with pre-determined health protocols. 

• 14 Januari 2021 : Menkes Budi Gunadi Tegaskan Pemerintah akan Tanggung Biaya Pengobatan Efek Samping 

Suntik Vaksin. 

No. Akun Instagram Penutur Tuturan 

1. @fariz_helmy_baladraf “kalau efek sampingnya meninggal gimana pak?” 

2. @udah_gitu “Di SS nih takut lupa nanti.” 

3. @svck_panda “Hahaha masih ragu ya pak kalo vaksinnya aman” 

 
(1) “kalau efek sampingnya meninggal gimana pak?” 

The 1 satire data from the @fariz_helmy_baladraf Instagram account contains mockery of the Minister of Health 
who predicts the side effects of the COVID-19 vaccine. This data is included in the satire style because it has the 
characteristics of containing ridicule without losing the meaning of a speech. The function of this speech is an expressive 
function, which is to express the speaker's assessment of the Minister of Health's actions who state that they are ready to be 
responsible to anyone affected by the side effects of the COVID-19 vaccine. 

(2) “Di SS nih takut lupa nanti.” 

The 2 satire data from the @udah_gitu Instagram account contains mockery of the Minister of Health who said he 
was ready to be responsible for the side effects of using the COVID-19 vaccine. This data is included in the satire style 
because it has the characteristics of containing ridicule without losing the meaning of a speech. The function of the speech is 
an expressive function, which is to express the judgment of speakers who think that state officials often forget the words or 
promises they make in public. 

(3) “Hahaha masih ragu ya pak kalo vaksinnya aman” 

The 3 satire data from the @svck_panda Instagram account contains mockery of the Minister of Health who thinks 
the COVID-19 vaccine has side effects. This data is included in the satire style because it has the characteristics of 
containing ridicule without losing the meaning of a speech. The function of the speech is a representative function, namely 
expressing the speaker's statement about the benefits of the COVID-19 vaccine in Indonesia. 

• 19 Januari 2021 : Lebih dari 100 Kota di Indonesia Masuk ke dalam Zona Merah. 

No. Akun Instagram Penutur Tuturan 

1. @fr.rzi “Dan hanya menjadi ijo ketika musim pemilu.” 
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2. @cstmkreasimu “Zona nyaman kapan?” 

 
(1) “Dan hanya menjadi ijo ketika musim pemilu.” 

The 1 satire data from the Instagram @ fr.rzi account contains ridicule against the government that erroneously 
established policies so that the spread of COVID-19 could not be controlled. This data is included in the satire style because 
it has the characteristics of containing ridicule without losing the meaning of a speech. The function of the speech is an 
expressive function, namely expressing the speaker's assessment of the government's decision to carry out the regional 
elections in the midst of a pandemic making social restrictions not run as stipulated. 

(2) “Zona nyaman kapan?” 

The 2 satire data from the @cstmkreasimu Instagram account contains mockery of the government for not being 
able to properly respond to the COVID-19 emergency situation. This data is included in the satire style because it has the 
characteristics of containing ridicule without losing the meaning of a speech. The function of this speech is an expressive 
function, namely expressing the assessment of speakers who think that all levels of society feel aggrieved by government 
policies during the COVID-19 pandemic so that people want the situation to return to normal as usual. 

• 23 Januari 2021 : Ketua Satgas COVID-19 Positif  Tertular Virus Corona. 

No. Akun Instagram Penutur Tuturan 

1. @pradana_diki “PLANdemic pak.... Ups” 

2. @rubyanfirmansyah “Ini yang sakit bapaknya atau alat testnya?” 

3. @dorikpratama “Duuh, kalo mencret itu Covid bukan ya?” 

 
(1) “PLANdemic pak.... Ups” 

The 1 satire data from the @pradana_diki Instagram account contains ridicule against the government which is 
considered not serious in responding to the COVID-19 case in Indonesia. This data is included in the satire style because it 
has the characteristics of containing ridicule without losing the meaning of a speech. The function of the speech is an 
expressive function, namely expressing the speaker's assessment of the case of the spread of COVID-19 in Indonesia which 
is considered a plan carried out by certain individuals. 

(2) “Ini yang sakit bapaknya atau alat testnya?” 

The 2 satire data from the @rubyanfirmansyah Instagram account contain mockery of the head of the task force 
who was confirmed positive for COVID-19. This data is included in the satire style because it has the characteristics of 
containing ridicule without losing the meaning of a speech. The function of the speech is a representative function, namely 
expressing the statements of speakers who think that COVID-19 cases in Indonesia tend to be caused by the negligence of 
each individual, not by test kits that give unclear results. 

(3) “Duuh, kalo mencret itu Covid bukan ya?” 

The 3 satire data from the @dorikpratama Instagram account contains ridicule towards the government and the 
public who are always under a positive threat of COVID-19. This data is included in the satire style because it has the 
characteristics of containing ridicule without losing the meaning of a speech. The function of this speech is an expressive 
function, namely expressing the judgment of speakers who think that the indifference of each individual will be a problem 
that makes the spread of COVID-19 increase. 
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Conclusion 

Based on the data obtained from the satire on the Instagram Infia Fact account, there were 26 satire forms with the 
meaning and function contained in the comments of netizens. Satire language style is a satire that contains ridicule or 
ridicule of something that can cause jokes or laughter for the respondent. The meaning and function of the satire style in this 
study tends to lead to the counter-policies or actions of the government and its staff during the COVID-19 pandemic. The 
satire style in this study contains implied meanings and aims to convey criticism from a speaker with his assessment of a 
matter of concern. Therefore, the existence of a satirical language style will have an effect on speech partners so as to create 
an impression and give influence to the speech partners to make changes to themselves. 
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